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ABOUT THE MEETING
The meeting is a biennial space that aims to analyze and understand modern capitalist law as a discourse of
power whose mechanisms are in permanent reconfiguration with the social metabolism of capital.
While modern capitalist law is a discourse that has social effects, the dispute over its meaning, on the part of
the working class, is a significant element of political tactics within the class struggle on a global level. Together
with that conflict there is the dispute over the meaning that comes with the evocation of the "Law" by the
indigenous and afro-descendant communities, who claim communal power as a form of social organization,
exercise of autonomy and determination.
In this meeting, both senses of the discourse of law will be analyzed: as a hegemonic power and as a dispute;
in order to explain and propose alternatives to the problems that afflict society as a whole in the economic
dynamics and the political, racial and patriarchal domination to which capital subjects us in its various
expressions.
We extend the invitation to this meeting that is an academic and political space under construction to think
about social reality beyond its phenomenological representations and universal determinations, we invite you
to think from our different historical and geographical realities from which our epistemologies are constituted.
Its organization is based on discussion groups divided by analysis axes in which dialogue and debate of ideas
will be encouraged.
i. Dynamics of discussion groups:
The dynamic seeks to create bridges for dialogue between academics and social organizations in order that
the joint analysis can lead to new and creative proposals for social transformation. With this we seek to enrich
the dialogue between different epistemological perspectives, so that the central issue will be the collective
discussion based on questions formulated for each axis. For this, the axis coordinators will collect the
communications received in each discussion group and will share them among all the participants on the
established dates. The participations received may consist of theoretical-methodological approaches and / or
concrete experiences acquired from social organizations. At the end of the presentations there will be a space
for collective debate on the topics addressed. After the meeting a deadline will be set for the delivery of the
final works, which will be published in digital book format
The meeting will be divided into the two referred venues, one per week. Although the event is convened by
different institutions, the activities are carried out in each city in a single space: Casa Galván and ICSA-UACJ,
respectively, so that it is possible to broaden the dialogue between the participants, for this purpose open
spaces are created with intermediate for coffee.

We invite you to participate in the debates of the meeting based on the following guidelines:
ii. Guidelines for Proposals:
1.

Individuals and organizations interested in participating will send a summary of their
presentation via email to the address: encuentro.nuestroamericano@gmail.com, specifying
in the subject the number of discussion group to which it is addressed, followed by a period and
their full surname. Example: 1. Mariátegui La Chira
2. The body of the email will indicate the full name of the applicant and the discussion group to
which the proposal is sent.
3. The name of the file must be saved in the following way: discussion group number followed
by a period, and the full name of the participant. Example: 1. Mariátegui La Chira
4. The length of the abstracts is one page maximum. Font type: Arial, size 12, with 1,5 spacing.
The abstract should include the following information:
- The title of the proposal;
- Personal information: name, institution or organization, e-mail and a brief summary of
research interests of the participant;
- The central problem of the proposal;
- The methodological approach of the paper, including basic bibliography;
- In the case of proposals from professionals, activists or social organizations, a recount of the
problem will be sent.
Important dates:
- Deadline for abstract submission: March the 3rd 2019
- Notification of accepted proposals: March 11th 2019
- Deadline for complete texts submission: April 19th 2019
iii. About complete texts:
For publication it is necessary to comply with the following editorial guidelines:
1. Minimum extension 15 pages and maximum 20 (the bibliography is not counted in the
extension)
2. Font type: Times New Roman size 12 and single line spacing.
3. The text must include the name of the article and the author (s), using an asterisk (*) to indicate
the reference to the corresponding curriculum vitae and the following information: Institution
or organization, email address. (These data will appear in the first footnote).
4. References and citations will be made in accordance with CLACSO’s editorial guidelines, at:
https://www.clacso.org.ar/concursos_adm/adjuntos_concursos/40_instructivo_en.pdf
5. In the case of organizations and social movements, reports, denunciations, resolutions and
proposals will be accepted.

DISCUSSION GROUPS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Violence, ideology and law
Capitalism, globalization and energy regulation
The world of labor, legal form and resistances
The right to the city before the reconfiguration of capital
Security, critical criminology and political economy of punishment
Feminist perspectives of law against sex-gender violence in capitalist society
Legal pluralism and rights of the peoples
Socio-environmental conflicts: nature, communities and states in Latin-America
Alternative use of the Law
Migration and body
The obligation to guarantee the right of access to information through
indigenous media
12. Enforced Disappearance and Torture; Security and Justice
13. Contributions of critical thinking to the creation of alternative legal programs of
study

ACTIVITIES:


Discussion groups;

 Special panel: “Enforced disappearance in Mexico: the cases of Ernesto Sernas
García and Bruno Avendaño”
 Coffee break
 Presentation of the collective book from I Encuentro Nuestroamericano de
Crítica Jurídica, 2107


Plenary general assembly, open space for collectively planning 2020 activities.

IMPORTANT DATES:
Deadline for abstract submission:

March 3rd 2019

Publication of accepted proposals:

March 11th 2019

Deadline for complete text submission:

April 19th 2019

Socialization of complete texts by discussion
group:

April 29th 2019

Socialization of complete program:

April 30th 2019

FURTHER INFORMATION:
E-mail: encuentro.nuestroamericano@gmail.com
Web pages: www.aneicj.org
www.seminariocríticajurídica.wordpress.com
Facebook: Asociación Nuestroamericana de Estudios Interdisciplinarios
de Crítica Jurídica

